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Parainema or “Pacaweirdo” as it has been affectionately referred to by our friends at Beneficio San Vicente in 
Santa Barbara is an excellent example of a hybrid coffee variety that has generated a fair amount of controversy. 
To explain why, let’s revisit what we mean by the term “hybrid” in this context. Broadly speaking, a hybrid is creat-
ed by crossing two different species or two different varieties of the same species. So it’s technically correct to 
think of commonly known coffee varieties such catuaí and pacamara as hybrids as they certainly originated in 
this way. With that said, “hybrid” usually implies something much more specific in the specialty coffee industry 
such that catuaí and pacamara would not typically be described as hybrid varieties. This narrower understanding 
of the term would define a hybrid as a coffee variety created by cross-breeding plant genetics from two particu-
lar species of the coffee family: coffea arabica and coffea canephora. 

Why would someone choose to cross-breed these species in the first place? Well, to put it very briefly: arabica is 
delicious but often tragically susceptible to disease, while canephora (commonly referred to as Robusta) is 
disease resistant but generally tastes pretty awful (flavors of popsicle sticks, burnt rubber, etc.). So coffee 
hybrids are often the creation of plant breeders looking to develop new varieties that retain arabica’s flavor 
qualities with the added benefit of robusta’s resilience and productivity. While this is an entirely logical strategy, 
especially at a time when climate change is exacerbating the spread of devastating diseases that afflict coffee 
trees, hybrids have often carried a stigma among specialty coffee professionals due to the fact that robusta 
plant genetics are generally thought to have a negative impact on cup quality. So it was nothing short of contro-
versial, and amazing, when Eulogio Martinez won the 2015 Honduran Cup of Excellence with the parainema 
hybrid variety from his farm Los Yoyos.

The remarkable story of Eulogio’s success with parainema, and the subsequent parainema craze that swept 
Santa Barbara, can be unpacked in a number of ways. First, it demonstrates that some hybrid varieties in the 
hands of certain producers, whether by design or by luck, can be truly distinctive, delicious specialty coffees 
that rightly command excellent prices. Second, it underlines the importance of the fact that parainema, or for 
that matter any other coffee variety, offers no “silver bullet” guarantee of success for producers. Eulogio’s coffee 
has been remarkably consistent since 2015 but the parainema variety has not been an unqualified success 
broadly speaking and producers who rushed to plant it after his success have not necessarily experienced the 
return that they envisioned. We certainly hope that additional hybrid varieties will be developed in the coming 

years that deliver increasingly consistent results for producers. While there are no guarantees on this front, the 
remarkable success of Finca Los Yoyos certainly provides reason for optimism and open-mindedness regarding 
the potential impact of hybrid varieties in the coming years. 
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Layered citrus and baking spices on the nose introduce a vibrant and complex cup 
exhibiting additional citrus qualities, a tropical fruit note reminiscent of mango, and 
unique flavors of spiced stone fruit.

IN THE CUP

Three years after taking the 2015 Honduran Cup of Excellence by storm, Eulogio 
Martinez continues to produce a highly consistent and distinctive expression of 
parainema that challenges traditional notions regarding the quality potential of hybrid 
varieties.
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